Activation of the genes for variant surface glycoproteins 117 and 118 in Trypanosoma brucei.
We have studied the activation of genes for VSGs (variant surface glycoproteins) in Trypanosoma brucei (strain 427) in six independently isolated trypanosome clones; four expressing the gene for VSG 118 and two the gene for VSG 117. In all cases, gene activation is brought about by a duplicative transposition of the gene to an expression site located close to the end of a chromosome. The DNA segments flanking the expression-linked extra gene copy are nearly devoid of restriction enzyme recognition sites and their lengths vary by more than 10,000 base-pairs among different variants. From the correspondence of five upstream restriction sites, we conclude that the same expression site is used in each case. The transposition event does not lead to detectable alterations in the sequence coding for the mature protein. All restriction enzyme recognition sites detected in the basic copy gene are present also in each of the expression-linked copies. This argues against the introduction of mutations by an error-prone polymerase during the synthesis of the expression-linked copy. In five of the six variants, the 3' end of the VSG messenger RNA differs from that of the corresponding basic copy gene by multiple point mutations, insertions and deletions, starting at positions varying from 16 nucleotides upstream to 113 downstream of the last codon of the mature protein. We attribute this end alteration to the recombination process that introduces the gene into the expression site. We confirm that the expression-linked gene copy is more sensitive to DNase I than the corresponding basic copy gene. This appears to be due to its activated state and not to its location near the end of a chromosome, because another basic copy VSG gene permanently located near a chromosome end is not hypersensitive to DNase I. The mature transcripts of the 117 and 118 genes all possess the same 35 nucleotides at their 5' ends and these are not encoded contiguously in the basic gene copies with the remainder of the mRNAs. This extends our previous conclusion, that mature VSG mRNAs are formed by a splicing process in which the 35-nucleotide sequence encoded in the expression site is fused onto the body of the mRNA contributed by the transposed gene.